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The result of function is conceivable; and
yet, one can not observe the function
itself. That is, the process exists, but it
does not have a form.

Tsuang Zu (4C.,B.C.), The Chapter of
Things of Equal Forms, Section 2.

It was the beginning of the 1960s that the theoretical
foundation of economic analysis of education was laid out
by the "Human Capital Revolution." The concept of rate of
return was applied to the investment on human capital to
measure the profitability of such investment to the society
as a whole and to each individual making the investment.
While the social rate of return provided the basis of
normative judgement for educational policies, the private
rate of return would become the core of empirical analyses
about the demand for educational opportunitines. In the
subsequent years, human capital theory established itself
in the economic theory, but the progress towards the better
understanding of the demand for education has been
surprisingly modest until recently. For the students of
education the revolution has thus not been completed.

The stumbling block of theoreticaltanalysis was this:
it is logically clear that the individual choice about
education, which is the basis of the aggregate demand for
educational opportunities, is to a large extent based on
the magnitude of the benefit of education that the
individual anticipates to receive in the future, but
exactly how much benefit he is anticipating is not directly
observable. The anticipated benefit may be closely related
with the rate of return directly estimated from a current
wage structure (we may call it the "classical rate of 4
return) but it is not necessarily the same as the latter.
Thus an analytical inquiry into the process of formation of
anticipated benefit of education becomes the key to further
development of systematic analysis of the demand for
education.

In this paper, I will set forth simple conceptual
models of anticipated benefit of education integrating the
prevailing wage structure, perception bias thereof and
rational expectation of structural shifts in wage
structure. The validity of each model is tested by
examining how it contributes to explain the actual changes
in aggregate demand for college education in postwar
Japan. From the results, it will be argued that the shift
expectation was in fact a significant factor in th,...
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formation ,. _ _ipated benefit of education, and th.us-Ir
determinin hanges in the demand for education in th;
long run.

A-t`- icipated Benefit of Education t

As tip;- f:67,ework of the entire discussion, conceptual
models of zntlk::pated benefit of education are develope6
this section.

Cons1:er a typical individual who is about to nave a
decision on whether he should'go to college or not. he
will evaloc.ce the monetary benefit of college education
assessing the differences between the wage that he would
receive after graduating from a college and that he would
receive after entering the labor market as a high school
graduate. Economic theories teach us'that the wage\
differentials in the future should be discounted 'and that
the loss of potential earnings during college education
(foregone earnings) ought to be counted as a cost. Those
considerations are important to define the benefit
precisely, out besides the point that we are addressing.
The issue is rather how he anticipates the differences in
wage that he will obtain in particular time periods in
future. We shall consider a simple model of anticipation
that is most straight-forward from the view-point of
economics, and then proceed to develop more complicated,
and probably more realistic models, by integrating some
subjective factors that are presumably involved in the
process of anticipation.

(i) The Classical Model
A simplest model, which we call the "Classical,Model,"
assumes that the typical individual have the exact
knowledge of the prevailing wage structure in the current
labor market and that he anticipates it would stay
unchanged in the future. An eighteen-years-old_in 1985 is
therefore supposed to know precisely how much more college
graduates are earning than high-school graduates at the age
of forty, and to anticipate that he will get the same
amount of difference when he would become age forty in
2007. This is the implicit assumption of the text-book
definition of internal rate of return.

(ii) Perception Bias (Lag) Model
One significant source of the criticism to the Classical
Model, is that it does not take into account the potential
imperfection of information. For various reasons, the
knowledge of an individual about the present wage structure
may be biased. Also, when the wage structure has been
changing rapidly, his knowledge may be somewhat lagged.
Hence the second model that we consider incorporates the
bias or lag involved in the perception of wage structure,
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and accords' .I3 called' the "Perception Bias (Lag) Moder."
In this moay4,1., a typical individual anticipates the benefit
of eddtatice%,according to his perception of the wage
structure w-icy: is a,biased or lagged image of the present
and past re,;:, wage structure.

(iii) Shift Expectation\Model
The above model, however, still assumes that once the
typical individual perceives a wage' structure, he
anticipates that it will remain unchanged in the future.
But under certain circumstances the wage-structure can be
objectively anticipated to shift in the future, and there
are no reasons to believe that individual decision makers
mould not integrate this expectation in evaluating the
benefit of education. Hence a third model may be developed
by integrating the factor of expectation of future shift in
wage structure. Under this model an eighteen-years old
orms an expectation that the, wage structure would shift in
the future, and anticipates the benefit accordingly. A
continued economic boom would form an.expectation of
economic growth in future, which would augment the
anticipated' anticipated wage differential. Also, such
institutional arrangements as 0.1e Affirmative Action in the
United States would foster an expectation of the shift of
the wage structure for female, thus increasing the
anticipated benefit of education.

Asthe model develops from the Classical Model to the
Perception Bias and to the Shift Expectation Model, such
subjective factors as the perception bias (lag) or 'the
shift expectation was incorporated to the prevailing sage
structure. Since those subjective factors are not directly
observable, the model becomes increasingly difficult to be
quantitatively defined and empirically 'investigated.

One important research method to bypass this
difficulty is to ask individuals the perceived wage
structure through a questionnaire survgy.-Recently, a
number of significant studies have been made in this
direction (Bowman 1981; McMahon and Wagner, 1978;
Psacharopoulos 1981). Those sties proved to be powerful
particularly in identifying theirmagnitude of the perception
bias in general and its relation with the socio-economic
backgrounds.

But questionnaire surveys are not applicable to the
analysis of the changes in anticipated benefit over time,
which is critical in the dynamic analysis of the changes in
aggregate demand for education. Moreover, it is not blear
how far the expectation of the future shift in wage
structure is consciously conceived in one's mind, and
reflects in the answers in the questionnaires, Although
the educational poice is made individually, the shift
expectation may 1# more the product of the "collective
mind."
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The ser....:vin7. difficillty in linking the models to
empirical arlas.is in fact reflects their theoretical
problem: If subjective factors art, e'Ssenli.ally
arbitraril-; c -:r.ined, the models are not in fact able
provide an_ cc....2istent explanation to the changes, in the
demand for In other words, by allowing for the
subjective f,Ictors, the models appear to open the way to
any ad ho:: explanation.

But are the subjective factors truly arbitrarily
determined.? It does not appear to be too far-fetched to
hypothesiz,, thaz the perception lag follows a rule wherery
it is sys-ematically related with the actual wage structure
observed the past and present. One may also
hypothesise that the expectation of future shift in wage
structure is formed from the actual trend in the near
past. Because of the assumed regularity in the relation
between the changes in observable variables and the
subjective factors, these hypotheses may be called the
"rationality" hypothesis. The next section will show that
by assuming rationality of expectation in this sense, the
validity of the models of anticipated benefit of education
can be tested empirically.

2. Empirical Analysis

In this section, the validity of the three set
forth in t previous section is tested through an
empirical'Aalysis of the changes in the demand for college
education in postwar Japan. Because of the nature of this
paper, full details of the theoretical and empirical
contents are not reported here. Those readers who are
interested in those points are referred to the original
report (Eaneko, 1984).

Indices of Anticipated Benefit

For the empirical analysis, alternative sets of
time-series indices of anticipated benefit of higher
education were estimated from the statistics of wage
structure and generalVage levels in time-series.
Benefit/Cost ratio(B/C ratio), rather than internal rate
of return, was used in measuring the anticipated benefit
for a theoretical reason related to the form of the
aggregate demand function for college education. There are
three sets of indices, the A, B and C indices,
corresponding to the three models of anticiapted benefit.

The A index represents the Classical'Model. Its value
for a particular year was directly estimated as a
benefit/cost ratio from the wage structure at the time.
The time-series derived through this method therefore
reflects the changes in current wage structure alone.
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The B corresponds to the Perception Lag
Model. Tr', .vilu'e of a typical B index for a particular
year was (,:it'ati..J from the benefit/cost ratios at the
present F.17. years with distributed lag wieghts. Einc
there is information a priori about the characteristics
of the lag pa.:Lern, ten alternative patterns of
lag-weight:, ranging from very short to long lag spans,
were stipIllated. The procedure .thus yielded ten (from B-1
to B-10) andices, each in time-series.

The C indices represents the Shift-Expectation model.
The shift expectation is assumed to arise from the
expebtatiom on fcture prbductivity growth, which is
farmulated as a.lagged function of the past economic growth
rate. Two subtypes of indices wexe conceived: the Cl
indices dncorporate both the perception-bias and the shift
expectation, in a particular manner; and the C2 indices
incorporate only the shift expectation. With the ten'
alternative patterns of ,aag-weights, this procedure yielded
twenty time-series (C1-1 to C1-10, and C2-1 to C2-10) of
anticipated benefit.

The R_egresis?.B Model

A theoretical model of individual choice about
education was developed and the aggregate demand function
of education was derived therefrom. Th theoretical
analysis indicated that approximately the following
'relation hodls:

dE 1

= b
0
+ bl R + b2 Y + b3S

dt E (1-E)
where E is the enrollment rate; R, rate of change of the
anticipated benefit, of college education; Y, the rate of
change of the average fAmily income; and' S, the change rate
of the size'of age cohort reaching the age of entering
college. The expressidil at the left-hand side is called
the "logit-change rate" of enrollment. From the
theoretical analysis, it is expected that 61 and b2
have negative values, and bl a positive value.

The value of b's were Ostimated through an extensive
regression analysis using time-series of E, Y, and S in
combination of each of the alternative indices of
anticipated benefit in place of R.

Results of the RegrestiDn Analysis

The regression analysis showed, in the, rst place,
that the A index yields a negative regresson coefficient,
which is against our theoretical expectation. Thus the
Classical Model lead to an apparent contradiction in
explaining the changes in the demand for higher education.

From.the results of the regression analysis involving
the B, Cl and C2 indices, those with the highest multiple
regression coefficients were selected ane presented in
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-Table 1. z-tual and predicted values of the loQit
change rc*. ,-,callment are shown in Figure 1.

The also fail to yield a positive tenr(z-2c:.
coefficie: , indicating that the indices estimate:.
accordinc Perception Las,Model is still inadegt!::te
in orovicl,: explanations. On the other harL,
the results involving Cl or C2 indices present positive
coefficients or R. The regression coefficients on R carry
decent of significance, and the coefficients on
other varla,..lei assume the expected sign with some
significance. Tnus the Shift Expectation Model"derives
time serif,E of anticipated benefit of higher education that
provide co;. intent explanations on why the demand for
education chancs6 over time in postwar Japan.'

The reds 'ion analysis thus demonstrated that in
order to a::74oim: for the changes in the demand for higher
education :71 postwar Japan, the factor of growth
expectation has to be taken into consideration.

3.Implication of the Analysis

The empirical analysis above dealt specifically with
the change= in the demand for higher education in postwar
Japan. Tne insights gaihed there, however, may have more
general implications to the analysis of the demand for
education. Specifically, the following three points appear
to be significant.

First, the direct implication of the analysis is that,
during a period of economic growth, the expectation for a
contined growth in future would build up and that alone
would augment the anticipated beriefit of education, thus
increasing the actual demand for education.

Hencd, an economic cycle would affect the change in
the demand for education thrcugh three factors: the change
in family income levels, the change in wage structure, and
the formation of future growth expectation. Since these
three factors tend to have the same direction, all positive
in an economic boom and all negative in a bust, an economic
cycle would present a close correspondence with the changes
in the demand for education in the long run. This explains
why many industrialized countries experienced the
"educational expansion" in the 1960s and the downturn of
the trend in the subsequent decades. It corresponded to
the longorun economic cycle in the postwar world.

It should be noted, however, that the three factors do
not necessarily have effect of the same direction.
Depending upon the supplydemand relation in the labor
market, the actual wage structure may change to reduce the
wage differential even in a growing economy. But the
expectation for future economic growth, and hence the
general increase in wages may be still high. If the
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positive effect o; growth expectation is large enough to
outweigh t..-..- nc-lanive effect of the change in wage
structures tn, demand for education would still grow. This
S.4ems to ne what happend in Japan, and in some developing
countries, wnere the demand for educatiqn kept growing even
though the eL71mated rate of return was reportedly
declining. Sore analysts attributed the phenomenon to
ir-Fa-Elonalitv in educational choice or information bias,
but our analysis showed that it can be explained
consistently by taking shift expectation into
consideration,

Second, although the above analysis focused mainly on
the role of growtY expectation in determining the change in

,.aggregate demand the long run, other types of shift
expectation may.become important under certain
circumstances. The case in.point is the demand of women
for higher education in the 1970s. Both men's and women's
colloge enrollment rates in the United States grew steadily
in the 1950s and 1960s, corresponding to the long-run
trend, In the 1970s, men's enrollment rate levelled off,
but women's enrollment rate kept growing .for some time.
Particularly, the enrollment rate for the female of age
20-24 increased from 16 percent in 1960 to 22 percent in
1970. 1

But the rate of return of college education for
women estimated from the wage statistics dg show any
salient trend of increase for this period. Obviously,
there was a growing expectation that the wage structure for
female workers would shift in future due to the
institutional changes symbolized by th.e Affirmative Action.

Third, although the discussion so far stressed
significance of shift expectation in general, it should be
remembered that its effect may become negligble under
certain`circumstances. In the period of slow economic
growth, the expectation of future economic growth becomes
small, making its effect on the anticipated benefit of
education negligible. The actual demand for education
would then reflect the changes in wage structure much more
c \osely, thus presenting short-run fluctuations without a
long-run trend. This {appear to describe well the recent
trends in the demand for higher edp.cation in Japan and in
the United States.
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Notes
4'

1
Estimate6 fro: Nation 1 Center of Educational

Statistics, Digest of E cation Statistics, 1983-83,
ash1ngton, D.C.: G.P.0 1984, p.10.

Estimat...,d from: Department of Labor, Current
POpulatior. Survey, Series P-60, various issues.
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. Selected Regression Results

Inde,. r 7 Coefficients
. of

B-3

6-3

-C1-7

C1-6

L.(F)

C2-6

C2-6

Co:. i

-O.05: -T.521*
(0.035) (0.273)
-0.06;, -0.572*4
(0.033) (0.258)

-0.015 0.055
(0.032 (0.035)
-0.000 0.073*
(0.0281 (0.038)

0.032 0.209**
.(0.039) (0.086)
0.010 0.190**
(0.037) (0.083)

.d.c

Y Y S

2.073**i -0.343***
(0.703) (0.101)

2.250***-0.368***
(0.637) (0.095)

1.661** -0.317***
(0.655) (0.100)

1.525* -0.324***
(0.557) (0.094)

0.737 -0.240**
(0.818) (0.101)

1.007 -0,257**
(0.762) (0.100)

D. .

0.724 0.453 7.344 1.915
*ry

0.761 0.517 9.196 2.133
***

0.684 0.399 6.761 1.923
***

0.705 0.432 7.583 1.915
***

0.752 0.501 8..695 2.168
***

0,765 0.522 9.386 2.174

Note: Standard error in parenthesis. *** indicates significantly
from 0 at 1 percent level; ** at 5 pereent; h at 10 percent.
The numbers of observations are 24 (1958-81) for equations with the A and C
indices; 27 (1955-81) for those with the B indices.

Figure 1. Actual and Predicted Values
of the Dependent Variable
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